To provide encouragement and
inspiration in a loving format
that assists my soul companions
and me to awaken to the memory and Truth of who we are in
the shortest possible time with
the greatest ease.
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with Soul Wisdom

Spiritual Vision-The Doorway Home
If you were in a confined cell and longed to be set free, one of your first priorities would be to identify which blocks of cement contained the door. Hammering away at the walls, pondering why, pouting or screaming your head off wouldn’t
do you much good, but prying effectively and skillfully at the opening may indeed
produce results. That is what Spiritual Vision is, and I capitalize it because it is
that important. Spiritual Vision is perceiving through the lens of your spirit, or
your highest self, instead of through the manifest eyes of the material world. It is
registering every being, experience and emotion from its value as a spirit and not
from the drama that you believe surrounds it. It is perceiving others as they truly
are, divine beings of radiant light, power and extreme openness and love and not
as the roles they play in the manifest world, which are mostly small and ineffective.
And, it is the doorway Home.
It is the only way to diminish the ego or manifest world in weight and increase the presence, value and validity of the greater, miraculous spirit world. Once
you recognize that this greater You exists, you want more of it. You don’t just want
fleeting glimpses of a better You, you want the daily wisdom and perspective it offers so gracefully and effortlessly. You want the peace and calmness that can instantly illuminate a solution to any disaster. You want the swelling of love that brings
everyone into your own personal community of loved ones. You want that feeling
of being God, of infinite potential and expansive possibilities. Why would you be
satisfied with anything less?
Imagine this: every living being ~ from rock, tree, toad, flower, dog to human ~ has a brilliant light being that is its core self. And we just walk right by them,
believing they are the rock or toad they are expressing. You also have a radiant light
being that is your core. When was the last time you looked at it for inspiration,
remembered it was there, asked for guidance, smiled at it or even thanked it for the
divine qualities that it offers to instill in you? What if you could see with these eyes
how magnanimous every living being genuinely is? Then you would believe, the
only problem is that these physical eyes were built to see only in the manifest world.
Everything you see with these eyeballs supports the physical or manifest world,
everything. That means these eyes cannot show you the divine
selves of all that you walk by. You have to see with your heart,
or with the inner eye. When you are daydreaming, what are
you seeing? You see in full color what is not in front of you, but
exists very well in your mind. It is like that. The only difference
is that when you choose to see with Spiritual Vision, you are
asking to be shown. You are not generating or instigating the

movie in your head. You are being open and available to receiving the wisdom
and truth of the higher spirit realm and the results are mind-boggling!
You don’t go from here to there. There is no there, there is only a there in
perception, so you simply shift your perception. You begin to see what mass
consciousness is not validating, yet you know must be there. Where is the us
that continues to exist after our bodies expire? Where is the us that was created by a divine creator; unlimited by time, space or matter, eternal, immortal,
loving, peaceful, and powerful beyond measure? Why can’t we witness them?
Because you can only serve one master. Either you give it all to the ego king,
or to the spirit king. As you begin to shift allegiances, you start chiseling away
at the door to the cell that keeps you limited and small. Soon, as you begin to
locate and connect with this divine you that was there all along you just didn’t
know it, you realize there actually IS no door. You only imagined it was there,
you have always been free, you just didn’t remember.

“Yet within you
there is a Force
which no illusions
can resist. “

But it takes effort. It requires a commitment to stop believing the roles people insist that they are. It requires that you look beyond what others say each
and every time you communicate with them. It means you close your eyes time
and again and ask to see your own Divine Self and the Divine Self of the ones
you struggle with and actually allow your mind to be expansive enough to try
and contain these incredibly brilliant and loving beings. It will transform you,
truly~ out of this world!

“Do you want
freedom of
the mind or of
the body?”

-Julie Hutslar

SEEKING SEVERAL REMAINING PERSONS!
A program of Spiritual Vision-Core Belief Restructuring, part of  
the Consciousness Studies Program of the Institute of Progressive
Therapies, gets underway Sept 1 as a group of committed individuals begin an 18-month program (mostly distance learning)seeking
their greatest potential. The program is aimed at opening that doorway to the wisdom of the spirit, to learn specific tools in mind-discipline and focus, remap the mind with greater possibilities and unlock God-given gifts, transforming the world and the lives of those
living beings who want to go Home. There are still a few slots left, if
this calls you, contact Julie at (208)263-1448 or julie@jrhutslar.com.
Check out the catalog at www.InstituteOfProgressiveTherapies.com

“Fear not look
upon the lovely
truth in you. Look
through the cloud
of guilt that dims
your vision, and
look past darkness to the holy
place where you
will see the light.”
-A Course
in Miracles

1.

The next two weekends mark the annual Artists Studio Tour, a driving tour of
N Idaho’s rural artists. If you enjoy art
and love nature, get out and follow the
signs up to my studio. Open to the public Aug 14-16 and the 21-23 from 10am
-5pm. Brochures available in most businesses or check out our web page www.
ArtTourDrive.org for a map.

2.

Sept 1-Sept 5 I will be facilitating the
first intensive of the Spiritual Vision
Quest program and will be unavailable.

3.

Sept 25 & 26 marks the next workshop
here at Caribou Creek in Sandpoint,
ID for Unkinking the Creative Hose.
Friday from 6-9pm and Saturday from
10am-2pm. www.jrhutslar.com

Observing Her Own Divine Self

TODAY’S TOOL

seeing beyond
the roles
One excellent way to begin to see
through the illusion, or see with your
spiritual eyesight, is to recognize and
identify the roles people are playing.
Instead of knowing people through the
actor they play, simply make note of
the role they have chosen. This gives
you the trigger to remember they are
much more, and it helps you not get so
wrapped up in the emotional components of that role.
For example, a Jewish Mother-inlaw can feel overbearing when you get
sucked into the drama or a Maiden in
Distress can make you feel powerless or
angry when you think that is who they
are. What about some roles that are
easy to identify? Cowboy, Joker, Magician, Salesman, Teacher, Victim, Criminal, Innocent, Deaf Mute or Outdoor
Enthusiast are only a few, but there are
as many roles as there are dramas, or
comedies or action thrillers. Challenge
yourself to identify the roles of those
around you so that you can begin to see
it is only a mask, and NOT who they
genuinely are! Only then can you start
to see through the well-worn mask!

“When intention
and imagination are fused,
anything is possible. We can
create miracles,
but first we must
imagine them.”

Resources
Reading suggestions
1.

The DNA of Healing by Margaret Ruby
of Sandpoint, ID. Margaret offers yet
another method of removing limiting
or destructive beliefs held deep within
our personal DNA. She addresses many
health related questions as well ones of
abundance.

“Our world is a
desperate place
right now...By
healing yourself,
you can become
a major catalyst for changing the world.”
-Margaret Ruby
The DNA
of Healing

Luminous Epinoia
P. O. Box 2547
Sandpoint, ID 83864
(800)786-1090
www.jrhutslar.com

